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Abstract 

 
 We established a FFX algorithm for correlation process in radio astronomy. We developed the FFX correlator 
hardware for the verification of the FFX scheme algorithm, and implemented to the Atacama Submillimeter Telescope 
Experiment (ASTE) telescope toward high-dispersion and wideband radio observation at submillimeter wavelengths. 
The FFX scheme consists of 2-stage Fourier Transform blocks, which perform the 1st-stage Fourier Transform as a 
digital filter, and the 2nd-stage Fourier Transform to achieve higher dispersion. In this report, we present a theory of 
FFX scheme and the observation results by the ASTE. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
 There are two basic designs of a digital correlator: the XF-type in which the cross-correlation is calculated before 
Fourier transformation, and the FX-type in which Fourier transformation is performed before cross multiplication. From 
the viewpoint of performance, it has been thought that the FX scheme has an advantage over the XF scheme. However, 
the FXF correlator is now proposed and developed for the realization of high performance at reasonable cost.  
 
 To achieve much higher performance at reasonable cost, we established a new algorithm for correlation process, 
that is called FFX scheme, and have successfully developed the FFX correlator that will be used as a new spectrometer 
for ASTE. In this report, we will present a theory of FFX scheme and the observation results by ASTE. The details of 
this report are based on Iguchi and Okuda, 2008.  
 

2. Main algorithm of correlation process in Radio Astronomy 
   
 The signals received by the antennas obey the stationary stochastic process and then ergodic process.  The 
ergodic theory can be applied to the auto-correlation function for a spectrometer and the cross-correlation function for 
radio interferometer. Under such conditions, Weinreb (1963) developed the first digital spectrometer. This digital 
spectrometer is called the XF correlator in which the correlation is calculated before Fourier Transform. Meanwhile, 
Chikada et al. (1987) developed the first the FX correlator of another design, in which Fourier Transform is performed 
before cross multiplication. Determining the number of correlation lags in the XF scheme or of Fourier Transform 
points in the FX scheme is essential for the realization of high-dispersion and wideband observation, because the 
frequency resolution is derived as  

, 
where the bandwidth of B is the sampling period and N is the number of correlation lags or Fourier Transform points. 
The material size and cost of the correlator strongly depend on the sampling period, 1/2B, and the number of correlation 
lags or Fourier Transform points, N. 
 
 In an interferometer array, the total material size of the XF scheme correlator strongly depends on the number of 
baslines or antenna pairs [=Na (Na-1)], while the total material size of the Fourier Transform part in the FX scheme 
strongly depends on the number of antennas  (Na). Also, the material size can be smaller by using the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) in the FX scheme. For the high-dispersion and wideband correlator, it has been thought that the FX 
scheme has an advantage over the XF scheme (Chikada et al. 1987). 
 
 The new XF architecture with the digital Tunable Filter Bank that is designed with the Finite Impulse Response 
(FIR) has been proposed and developed for the next generation radio interferometers, the Expanded Very Large Array 
(EVLA) and the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) (Carlson 2001, Escoffier et al. 2007). This is 



called the "FXF correlator". The architecture of the FXF scheme can make the material size smaller in comparison with 
that of the conventional XF scheme. Since the digital filter allows a variety of observation modes, the FXF scheme will 
provide us with the most appropriate specifications which meet the scientific requirements. This will lower the risk of 
over-engineering of the correlator. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Relationship between XF, FX, FXF, and FFX schemes e (figure 1 shown in Iguchi and Okuda, 2008). 
 
 The FFX Correlator is a new algorithm for correlation process in radio astronomy. The FFX scheme consists of 
2-stage Fourier Transform blocks, which perform the 1st-stage Fourier Transform as a digital filter, and the 2nd-stage 
Fourier Transform to achieve higher dispersion. The first 'F' of FFX is the initial letter of the word "Filter". Figure 1 
shows the relationship between XF, FX, FXF, and FFX schemes. 

 
3. Data flow diagram of FFX Scheme 

 
 Figure 2 shows the algorithm and the data flow diagram of the signal processing in the Fourier Transform of the 
FFX scheme.  
 
[Step 1] The correlator receives the time-domain digital sampling signals from the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC).  
 
[Step 2] The time-domain data are transferred to the frequency-domain by using the Discrete Complex Fourier 
Transform.  
 
[Step 3] The extraction of the Nk points from the frequency domain data after the 1st Fourier Transform is conducted as 
if filter and frequency conversion are performed simultaneously.  
 
[Step 4] The frequency-domain Nk points are transferred to the time-domain data by Inverse Fourier Transform.  
 
[Step 5] By repeating the procedure from Step 1 to Step 4, the data are gathered up to Nm points.  
 
[Step 6] The time-domain Nm -point data after gathering are transferred to the frequency-domain by using the Nm -point 
Discrete Complex Fourier Transform. Table 1 and 2 show some parameters and their relationships. 
 

  FT: Fourier Transform  



  
 

Figure 2: Algorithm and the data flow diagram of the FFX scheme (figure 2 shown in Iguchi and Okuda, 2008). 
 
 

4. Performance of FFX Correlator 
 

  The input data rate of the developed FFX correlator is about 48 Giga bit per second (Gbps)with 3-bit 
quantization at the sampling frequency of 8192 or 4096 Msps, which is 8192 Msps x 3 bits x 2 IF or 4096 Msps x 3 bits 
x 4 IFs. We observed CO (3-2) line of CWL Leo (IRC10216) with the FFX Correlator that was implemented into the 
ASTE (see Figure 3). We successfully measured the performances of the FFX correlator, and demonstrated the 



capability of a wide-frequency coverage and high-frequency resolution of the correlation systems for a single-dish 
spectroscopy and an interferometer. 
   

 

 
 
Figure 3: CO (3-2) line from CWL Leo (IRC10216) with FFX correlator (Top: FX mode and bottom: FFX mode).   
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